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Editorial

James K. A. Smith argues that science is always pur-

sued by humans from a cultural perspective because

anything human beings do is from a cultural perspec-

tive. This reminds us that our science pursuits can

become entangled with false beliefs. What is claimed

as a finding of science is not automatically a trump

card.

In the next article, Robert Bishop describes, in an

incisive history, the telling example of materialism

creeping into the scientific endeavor. For Bishop,

the methodological naturalism of the long-practiced

scientific method should be quite distinct from

the metaphysical naturalism that some have claimed

rather vociferously of late. Confusing science with

a metaphysical claim against God’s reality and pres-

ence is an accretion of a materialist culture. Such is

not entailed by scientific method properly under-

stood and carried out.

In the following article, René van Woudenberg

specifically delineates some of the limits to what sci-

ence can describe. A great strength of the scientific

method is in recognizing what it does not achieve,
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as well as what it does. Science does not investigate

or represent all that we know. Science is good at

what it does, but due humility and accuracy require

that we also recognize what it does not do.

In that honest context, Kathryn Applegate has

found methodological naturalism to be an effective

tool to understand much of God’s creation. Apple-

gate advocates that practicing science from the

perspective of methodological naturalism, properly

understood, is not anti-God, as some have charged.

She appreciates as well that methodological natural-

ism offers a culture of cooperation and correction

that helps people to work together across cultural

divides.

Walter Bradley then gives us an example of di-

recting the powerful tools of science and engineering

to the service of the poor—a sterling use.

As always, ongoing discussion is crucial for

potential insight and correction. In letters to the edi-

tor, Edwin Yamauchi and Kenell Touryan suggest

an earlier date for the birth of Jesus than the one

advocated by James Nollet in our December issue.

Those letters are preceded by the always appreciated

review of the latest books.

James C. Peterson, Editor �
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